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Guaranteed to enrich a toddlerâ€™s vocabulary, this simple and fun series of bilingual board books

is ideal for helping children discover a foreign language. Highlighting more complex concepts that

go beyond colors and numbers, titles in the series feature animals, fruit, home, and vegetables. This

collection combines photographs, bright illustrations, and dual-language words in clear, bold text.

Suitable for both individuals and groups, these books are a childâ€™s perfect introduction to

exploring other cultures.
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Very good book. my wife and son are learning French at the same time with it.the Words are correct

with a very nice white background that places the focus on the images and words.Quite solid too as

my 17 months son plays with it like a.. well like a boy would.My wife now know some fruits names in

French.

I purchased "Fruit" and "Vegetables" (English/Russian version) as a gift for my friend's little guy. His

mother and grandparents speak Russian so he is being raised in a bilingual world. I found the books

to be sturdy and well illustrated. His mother is a photographer and she was impressed with the

pictures. It's good to have toddler books in both languages to give the little ones a sense of written



English and Russian.

This is definitely a "first" book with the thick almost-like-cardboard pages, bright colors, & simple

format (just the words of the fruit in English and Russian). It's perfect for the baby shower that I will

be attending - not a book that will sit on the shelf for many years waiting for the baby to be old

enough to use it.

We love this book. The pictures are very simple and the high color contrast captivates my

daughter's attention. I like the way the duel-language words are clear and in big bold text. This

makes it easy to read/show it to my daughter and her friends.

I was looking for a bilingual book with good illustrations that my non-Italian speaking husband and

13 month old could enjoy and find educational. We had to go through having it shipped to us twice

(the first time, it arrived with the wrong language pairing), but now that we can actually read it, I am

pretty pleased with it. So is the munchkin. She loves to look at the illustration, and has sat through

multiple readings.

We are trying to learn German along with our baby. This serious of books is good and helps us

learn words that we use every day. I wish they had a little area at the bottom where they told you

how to pronounce the words though. Some are difficult and we end up having to look them up

online. Other than that the book is great!

Purchased this as a gift for a little one learning French. Its a bright and colorful book; there is no

story but more like flashcards. It seems sturdy so I am hoping it will hold up to a lot of use. It was

purchased as part of a set with the other books in the series.

Just received these. I ordered the English-Chinese board books for Fruit, Music, and Vegetables.

The books are decent quality with nice bright images. I love that the images are photographs rather

than illustrations. However, for languages that use a different alphabet, it would be great if they'd

add in the pronunciation (pinyin) for the Chinese words. It would be so simple for the publisher to

add! If you can't read Chinese, these books won't help you teach your toddler. I plan to write in the

pronunciation (thanks to my in-laws) so that I can read both the English and Chinese names to my

LO.
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